
 

Every movie lover has that one movie that is their personal favorite. One of the most common choices for this title would be
Cocktail (1988) directed by Martin Scorsese. While I am not tired of repeating the name, it is true that many people probably
have not seen this film yet despite its renowned director and stellar cast. Cocktail was released in 1988 and has since collected
an outrageous number of accolades including "Best Picture" at the National Board of Review, "Best Motion Picture" at the
British Academy Film Awards, and several other awards. Martin Scorsese said this about the film, "I can feel I've done
something right when I see my life flash before me...and it feels like 'Cocktail'." Cocktail tells the story of a boy named Brian
Flanagan who enters the field of bartending. He quickly learns that it's much more than just shaking up some drinks and that
there is much more to its culture than just having fun. Brian begins his journey as a bartender by getting an internship at his
father's bar. After observing for a while he becomes restless and decides to bring in some new customers with his talent for
making drinks, however after realizing that these new customers are not like the regulars he decides to train. The film has a very
inspiring message to it, mainly due to the impressive performances of Richard Gere, Tom Cruise, and Cindy Crawford. Richard
Gere plays the role of Brian Flanagan who is shown as a very optimistic young man who is quite mischievous at times. Gere's
performance was very good because of his work with filmakers Nick Castle and Martin Scorsese. His character was also very
well written because he had some rebelliousness about him that made him more believable as a bartender. Tom Cruise plays
Jack Clark who was portrayed as an alcoholic with some really good comedic talent. Tom Cruise portrayed the role of Jack
Clark quite well because he gave off some side-splitting comedy throughout the movie. His character was also very well written
because he had some good background stories. Cindy Crawford plays the role of Maggie who is introduced as Brian's love
interest. She is shown as a very dramatic and hotheaded young lady. Crawford gave off an impressive performance because she
was able to keep her character consistent throughout the whole movie without portraying any unnecessary drama or being overly
flirtatious with Tom Cruise's character which can be seen in many other films. The film also has some really good supporting
characters that you would not expect to see in a movie about bartenders, however they are quite relevant to the story line. The
most notable supporting characters are Brian's father who is shown as a very hard working man and Brian's boss at the bar who
is shown as a very understanding man. The film was shot in several locations all over New York City. The most famous location
that the filmmakers chose to shoot in was probably the largest theater venue in Manhattan. In one of the scenes it showed Jack
Clark performing with his band on stage at this venue. The soundtrack for this film has been praised by many film critics and
movie lovers alike and for good reason.
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